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Thirty years after Chernobyl

Just recently it was the thirty year anniversary of the nuclear disaster of Chernobyl. 
Usually, the media remember such an event by doing a report or documentary about it. In one 
of them I saw a Dutch scientist, a nuclear physicist, who was interviewed about the event and 
nuclear energy in general. The scientists and other workers in the nuclear plant in Chernobyl 
had been experimenting. The boss of the nuclear factory had wanted to finish an experiment 
before the weekend, and to be able to achieve this he disregarded the normal safety 
procedures. The explosion was the result of this. It created a dead zone (what human life is 
concerned) for tens of kilometres around. This might delude us to believe that if the safety 
procedures of nuclear installations are followed then no disaster can happen. It’s not only the 
meltdown of Fukushima that shows another reality than this theory.

As I wrote earlier (in The crime called nuclear energy), and not to belittle in any sense 
other great human crimes ‘we’ have created, but for me using nuclear energy is the most 
stupid and irresponsible thing humanity has come up with so far. This is simply so because it 
takes at least a hundred thousand years to, after production and usage of it, take care of
nuclear waste. Without batting an eyelid, the Dutch scientist said this, not as some kind of a 
warning that we must realize what we are doing, but just as a cold fact. For a hundred 
thousand years after we have gone people will have to safeguard the nuclear waste as an 
unavoidable by-product of the nuclear energy now produced in order to have a little more 
energy that, theoretically (but not in practice), could have saved us a little money, compared 
to other means of energy production and for satisfying the insatiable ego that wants more and 
more and more and more and more. The ego needs to pump itself up, make itself bigger with 

more and more energy, or with anything else from outside that can make its smallness look 
bigger. The scientist was not against guarding nuclear waste for hundred thousands of years 
after his death. For him this was normal. It was just an idea, in itself true and totally realistic.
He has granted his grand grand grand children to do this honourable job of taking care of 
‘our’ waste.

Guarding the waste for 100.000 years? Now already, in Germany for instance, in a 
few decades of time, the nuclear waste that is ‘stored’ underground has started to leak through 
the barrels and is moving somewhere underground – into the groundwater for instance. It 
moved so much already by now that, believe it or not, they, the ‘guards’ cannot trace many 
barrels any more. The waste is gone, out of control, it is going on its own way. And what’s 
more, the ‘guards’ don’t want to trace it, because, understandably, it is too dangerous to work 
too close to it. So they just leave it, leave the sinking ship. It has turned out that the nuclear 
waste was not stored but simply dumped into some kind of an underground hole. Safe storage 
doesn’t exist either, by the way. We let ourselves be lulled to sleep by terms like ‘safe’ that
politicians and scientists use. People’s ego knows what it wants, and only then starts to look 
for arguments and words about how to sell the message of what it wants. This upside down 
procedure of ego has always disgusted me to the bone, wiping out in advance any sense, any 
Heart, any responsibility.

http://azarbaksh.com/Azar_Baksh_The_crime_called_nuclear_energy.pdf
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‘Lulled to sleep’ by our own ego, one could say, if, indeed, irresponsible, lying 
politicians and cold scientists are but manifestations of our ‘own’ ego.

For me, the usage of nuclear energy (and its consequences), shows best (from an 
endless list of examples) how totally irresponsible, totally selfish, totally dark and extremely 
dangerous, the Ego is that we ‘all’ defend by the usage of all kinds of deluding words. How 
for god’s sake can we vote for politicians who greedily sign another contract for another 
nuclear plant, or who even consider this utter stupidity, who play with lives of people now 
and especially in the future, not only human lives but also lives of animals, and the whole 
ecosystem? Don’t we care, really? Have we lost our Heart completely? This crime of nuclear 
energy goes on every day. The scientist said that in the coming years the number of nuclear 
plants in the world will grow from 400 to 600, with the most of the growth in countries like 
Russia, China and India.

But only on a remembrance day or some months after a nuclear disaster is there some 
attention for the insolvable problem that nuclear energy is. Every day the nuclear reactor in 
Fukushima is, uncontrollably, leaking its waste into the Pacific Ocean that increasingly 
becomes a dead sea. It costs too much money to finally do something about it. The 
international community won’t come with a master plan to save what is there to be saved still. 
Who cares? We have had our energy. We had a good time in Disneyland. Many food products 
in California show contamination with nuclear radiation due to the disaster in Fukushima. If a 
problem seems too big to handle, too costly, we turn away from it. In general, ‘humanity’ has 
this tendency to turn away from the negativity it produces by concentrating on what it thinks 
is positive.

Imagine ‘we’ commit such a very big crime to the earth – with such big consequences 
for future generations of all species – to, only for a few decades, have a bit of extra energy 

that by other, not (or incomparably less) harmful, means can be produced just as well. Mr 
Scientist said that, indeed, and in spite of what advocates of nuclear energy maintain, nuclear 
energy is not sustainable, if only because of the simple fact that in a few decades the, for its 
production necessary, uranium in the world will be depleted. This whole insanity for a few 
decades of experimenting, for a little extra energy… What can we say?

Every time I think about nuclear energy I am shocked, again, still, about human’s Ego 
– not by the existence of the Ego, but by the fact that we tolerate it ruling over this planet, 
ruling our lives, fucking up this one planet that is not only there for humans but for a whole 
ingenious complex ecosystem. Only when the human greed for more and more energy seems 
to threaten us too much – as now with the climate change and its drastic consequences –
perhaps, slowly, something might happen. Possible, slow, late, measurements in this respect 
do not, however, address the egoic greed itself but rather try to find other ways that satisfy our 
ego without harming the very same interests of the same ego. I tell you, this doesn’t work in 
the end. The root of the problem is the Ego itself, not the consequences of its behaviour in the 
world. If we are not willing to turn within and find the (destructive) ego there – here – we will 
keep on displaying it on the outside world at the expense of, in principle, everybody else.

In the meantime, before we have found and thoroughly Seen the troublemaker within 
– by the Sight of which the little ‘devil’ cannot spit its poison in the outside world any longer 
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– I wouldn’t vote for politicians who are in favour of or merely ‘safely’ neglect the issue of 
nuclear energy, who turn away from their responsibility, who don’t care that after them 
thousands of generations need to guard our very dangerous waste, who think in terms of 
numbers, figures, and do not Feel Life as It Is. If you still feel like voting anyhow, don’t vote 
for your ego, for what seems to be yourself. Let your Heart speak – and not only because it is 
a hell to have to serve yourself and live as the ego.

Who of us are volunteering to guard the storage of the nuclear wastes of others? Are 
we willing if it provides us with a paid job?

I still remember very well the day we found out about the nuclear disaster in 
Chernobyl – only two days after the explosion because the ‘Russians’ had kept it secret; 
talking about irresponsibility… That day in 1986 is imprinted in my memory. Especially my 
head felt very strange, I remember. I felt also very weird about the fact that after this big news 
everyone was supposed to go to his work or, as in my case, study, as if nothing had happened.
How senseless this appeared to me, how silly, estranging. Everybody just hoped not too much 
of the nuclear fall out would show up on their plate, literally. The governments, as usual and 
almost as a robot, as part of a Pavlov reaction, tried to put people at ease by saying that if you 
don’t eat spinach for a little while and no wild mushrooms everything will be all right. People
nevertheless started to study the map of Europe, where the most fall out was detected and 
which regions seemed relatively safe. How sad but reassuring if it is ‘the others’, far away and 
without face or name, who get the biggest blows, not we. But also, how helpless can we feel, 
if it is about such big things, about dangerous systems ‘others’ create ‘for us’. How helpless, 
if the Ego seems so powerful and big in its smallness.

Turning within – and finding the Ego there – seems at least something in which we are 
not helpless. But also this appears to be humbling in the end. It’s not easy…

Azar


